
RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN A PLANE ATMOSPHERE WITH A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD 

M. M. Basko 

In a strong magnetic field the cross sections of elementary processes of interac- 
tion between radiation and matter depend on the angle between the field direction 
and the propagation of the electromagnetic waves. In this case the transfer equa- 
tion can be solved by a technique which was developed for the investigation of 
radiative transfer in lines. The case of a plane-parallel atmosphere with a con- 
stant radiative flux and with an exponential distribution of primary sources is 
considered in detail. The direction of the emergent radiation and the distribution 
of plane radiant energy in the atmosphere are expressed in terms of Chandrasekhar's 
H-function. In the case of the limit of a strong field, v/~.+0, the H-function is 

H 
calculated numerically. Here VH = eH/2~meC is the electron gyrofrequency. 

The generally accepted model of an x-ray pulsar in a binary system reduces to the fol- 
lowing: in a rotating magnetized neutron star, matter falls, flowing with the normal of the 
component pair. The magnetic field directs the incident matter into the region of the mag- 
netic poles which represent in this case the bright hot spots on the surface of the neutron 
star. The x-ray emission from these spots pulsates in the rotational frequency of the neutron 
star. A comparison with observed data shows that to explain the observed forms of the x-ray 
impulses, it is necessary to assume that the radiation of the hot spots is beamed. 

If the magnetic field on the surface of a neutron star is sufficiently large, H~I012- 
I0 ~3 G, and v~v H = cH/2~mec, then the scattering cross section and radiation absorption become 
anisotropic [I]. In the present work we give a solution of the radiative transfer problem 
in a plane atmosphere with anisotropic scattering, where the angular dependence has the form 
(1)-(4). This solution is based the model of the pencil diagram of the direction of radiative 
accretion of x-ray pulsars discussed in detail in [2]. 

I. Cross Sections of Elementary Processes 

Of the greatest practical interest are two fundamental processes which give a contri- 
bution to the opacity of an atmosphere: free--free absorption and Thomson scattering. In a 
magnetoactive plasma two types of electromagnetic waves are propagated independently of one 
another: "ordinary" and "extraordinary" -- each with its own polarization. Within the limits 
of an extremely strong magnetic field, we are interested in the band of frequencies v <<VH, 
i.e., when kT e << hvH, and the generation of extraordinary waves can be neglected. The coef- 
ficient of free--free absorption and the differential cross section of scattering of ordinary 
waves within these limits take the form [i, 3] 

ksr(~, 0) ~(o). �9 = K / . r ( ' Q  sin ~ O, ( i )  

3 
d ~  (0 -~ ~') --: ~-~-= :r sin"-" ~ sin ~ O'd2'. (2 )  

Here and below it is assumed that the magnetic field is directed along the z axis which is 
normal to a plane semiinfinite atmosphere; the polar angles 0 and 0' are measured with re- 
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. ( 0 )  
speet to the same axis; ~H(v) is the coefficient of free--free absorption in the absence 
of a magnetic field; OT = 6"65"i0-a5 cm2 is the cross section of Thomson scattering~ 

The concept of a plane semiinfinite atmosphere with cross sections of the form (1)-(2) 
is not completely correct, since the optical depth of such an atmosphere along the direction 
0 = 0 is ~ff = T S = 0, while along any other direction 0 = 0 this thickness is ! .... =~= ~. 
In order to dispose of this problem, and at the same time to estimate the influence of the 
small, but finite magnitude of the ratio V/~H, we introduce a small parameter ~=(V/vsy 
and assume the following form for the angular dependence of the cross sections of the ele- 
mentary processes: 

k.(' , ,  o) = .~i~!'{~i."~ 4 

d = , ( O _ O ' )  3 ( l n .  '. 3 ) - I  v, --:2 2 : r  (sin 2 O + 2) (sin :'~ O' ~- z) d"=-. 

(3) 

Even if the expressions described do not represent the exact form of the decomposition of 
the corresponding cross sections up to the first order of smallness in (V/VH)2, neverlheiess, 
they qualitatively correctly describe the behavior of these cross sections near sma-l! angles 
O<<l. 

2. The Transfer Equation and Integral Equations of the Stationary State 

The transfer equation in a plane semiinfinite atmosphere whose basic contributions to 
opacity are the free--free absorption and Thomson scattering with cross sections of the form 
(3)-(4), has the form 

0I(~, z, ~) 
dz  

+ 1  

+ s (1 -- 7. ~2 -+- ~) f( ' , ,  z, i~') diF ' 

- 1  

3 (1 + (I -- !~ ~ ")kr(z) --$ 

1 
-r  (1 - -~2  + s ) k f j  ('6 z) -2 -B( 'q  r, .).  

2 
(5) 

Here ~ = cos e, l(v, z, ~) is the intensity of the radiation, kT(Z) = OTNe(z) and =ff~k rv, zl. 
are the coefficients of opacity of the atmosphere in the absence of a magnetic field [we 

the index "0" on k~;)(v,- z) in the sequel], and B(v, T e) is the intensity of will drop 

equilibrium black-body radiation with temperature T e. The multiplier 1/2 next:to B(v, T e) 
takes into account the fact that we have neglected the generation of extraordinary waves 
and the field of equilibrium radiation contains only one polarization which consists of~ an 
ordinary wave. 

We will solve Eq. (5) by using an approximation series of the atmosphere~ i.e,~ we will 
assume that the coefficient of free--free absorption kff(v, z) E kff(z) and the constant 
are independent of the frequency. Introducing the optical depth 

= = [[k~(~) + k .  (z)] d~ 
) 

z 

as an independent variable, we rewrite (5) in the form 

+I 

l --~2 + e d~ k r +  k H  4 ' 2 ~ " k r - i i  k z  2.= 
- - !  

(6) 

Here 1(% IQ----i l(v, :, i~)d~, and o is the Stefan--Boltzmann constant. 

0 
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In this paper an independent variable, characterizing a given layer of atmosphere, is 
used as the optical depth in which this layer can be situated in the absence of a magnetic 
field. 

As is shown below, there exists an analogy between the considered problem and the 
problem of the transfer of radiation in a line under the assumption of a total redistribution 
according to the frequencies. In such an analogy the optical depth T corresponds to the 
optical depth at the center of the line. 

We let 

I 

L( :O=~-  l - L L : f  : , (1--,u-~+~)/( :, ,~gdF- (7) 
- - i  

and introduce the function of the sources 

:n kjj o rJ 
S (-) = --.~_ -: ~.. L (9 k r +--kse )2-=" (8) 

Then the transfer equation (6) can be written in the form 

~r 
:: c ~ ( : ,  t:) 

]~ - -  5 2 - -  5 , : ' -  
- I ( : ,  ,~9 s o ) .  ( 9 )  

Solving it for I(r, ~) under the usual boundary condition /(o,L~)l 0 = 0 and substituting the 
result into (7), we obtain 

c'o 

c(-) = T I . < ~  - - : ' ) s ( ~ ) e ~ ,  
t 

(i0) 

where 

3 / q ' - :  i l ] - - ' : : + : } ~  A:' . -_*- )=- - ( I~  ~ - )  
2 , ' 2 ,., ,- 

I ] (11) 

The kernel Ke(T) is normalized in the usual way: 

I K~ (-) d: =I. 

Substituting (i0) into (8), we obtain (in accordance with terminology used in [4]) an integral 
equation of the stationary state: 

S (=) = &r +krkj_,- 21 fA% t I-~- ~ I )S (D de" -F' kr+--k~Jkyt ~T~2~ (12) 
!) 

If the temperature distribution Te(Z ) in the atmosphere is known, then the functions kT(T) 
and kff(T) are known and the integral equation (12) is linear. Solving it, we find S(~) and 
then With S(T) known it is easy to find I(T, ~) from (9). 

However, in astrophysics it is often the case that Te(Z) is not known, but the source 
distribution of energy in the atmosphere is known. In this case (12) can be rewritten in the 
form 

021 

S ( : ) = - -  2- ~ ( l - . - - ~ i ) S ( ~ ) d "  . . . . .  1 - ~ - - - a  
8 2 / d': 

0 

(13) 
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=i 

Here .-,F(:) --- 2: t" FI(:, ,~) d,,, 
- - 1  

is the flux of radiant energy through a unit square normal to 

the z axis. Below we concentrate all of our attention on (13) which will be called the 
fundamental integral equation. 

3. Solution of the Fundamental Integral Equation 

In the present paper we consider the problem called the problem of transfer of radiation 
in a line: the photons far in the wings of the lines can freely escape from the deeper layers 
of the atmosphere. In a strong magnetic field photons freely leave from the deep layers for 
small angles 0 if r < O 2 (in particular, for r = 0). Tills analogy permits us [which is dif- 
ferent from similar equations which describe the transfer of radiation in lines and for 
monochromatic conservative scattering only by the type of kernel Kr to solve (13) by 
using mathematical techniques which were developed in the works of V. V. Sobo!ev and K. Case; 
see [4] for a detailed bibliography. AS will be seen from what follows, the mathematical 
relat%onship of the considered problem is the intermediate case between monochromatic scat- 
tering and transfer in a line. Therefore, there will be a comparison with these two extreme 
cases; the index "s" will denote allfunctlons which describe monochromatic conservative 
scattering, and the indices "D" and "L" will denote functions which describe transfer in a 
line corresponding to a Doppler section (an absorption cross section proportional to exp- 
[--(v/~o)2]) and with a Lorentz section (an absorption cross section proportional to !i + 

C ~ / v o )  "]-~). 
The kernel of the integral equation K~(T) is represented in standard form by the super- 

position of the exponentials 

= i ~G dx K,(z) e--: ~ ( x ) - - ,  
X 

(i4) 

where r=F,/(I--IL "~ and 

I - -  .~ . t 

1~- 2 (1 + t ~ a - ~ ) x  3 

a=(x) = [0, x~> ~-' 

0 . <  x ~ ~-~; 
(15) 

The asymptotic behavior of Ge= o(x) -= Go(x) and Ke=o (r) --- Ko(r) for x + = and T + ~ in corn" 

parison with that studied previously (see, for example [4]) by similar asymptoties has the 

form 
3,~. I1, 0 ~ x ~ l ;  Go(x)~4x 3, 

G ' ( x )  = [ 0, x > l ;  

2 
GL (x)  ~ , - '  

3~X32 ' 

e - z  3 

K ,  (~) ~ _ ; Ko (-)--~ ~ ; 

.k 
GD (x) 

2x ~ I ' r ~  

I I 

2 : ? 1 / - ~  ; 
- ~ -  3 2  

If 0<z<l, then for I <<- <~:' the kernel K~_(')~3/2 ~3, and for :7 "~-~ it decreases exponen- 
tially, Ke(T) ~ (3/4) (E2/T)e -~. We note that the considered problem does not reduce completely 
to the problem of the transfer of radiation in a line wlth a definite section, since for this it 
it necessary that Gr = const for 0 < x < I. The asymptotic behavior Go(x} ~ (3/4)x' 3 for 
large x corresponds to the section of a llne which vanishes linearly at some finite distance 

from the center of the line. 

In order to solve (13), it is necessary to find the resolvent F~(~,-/): 
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s (:) = s*  (:) + i r.: (:, ~) s *  (~) d~; 

here 

3 ( 1  3 ) ldF(r , 
s* (:) = - 7, -:2 ~. 

The resolvent F~(:, =') is expressed in terms of the resolvent function ~(:)= F~(:, 0)= F_:(0, =): 

mln {=, ='} 

t F~ (-~, : ' )  = 4,~(1:-- ~'[) + r 
0 

which, in turn, satisfies the integral equation 

oo 

~,.~ (=) = - { .  

0 

(16) 

The Laplace transform of ~(:) leads to the well-known H-function of Chandrasekhar: 

27 

He (x) = 1 +- . f ~  (t) e-'/~dt, 
0 

(17) 

which satisfies the nonlinear integral equation 

i H, (~) G, (~) H..-(x)=l-'- xH,(x) .. -.~-.~- dL 
0 

(18) 

This equation can also be represented in the form 

H~(~) = 2 
oo 

0 

(19) 

Later we will need the function P, (% x), which satisfies the integral equation 

C~D 

1 K 

0 

- - - t l  ) P~(t, ~ ) a t  + ~ .... . (20) 

It is expressed in terms of He(x) and qb~(=): 

0 

(21) 

Thus, the solution of (13) is equivalent to finding the H-function HE(x ) satisfying (18). It 
is seen from (18) and (19) that HE(x) is monotonically increasing in the interval 0~%'x~ 
from HE(0) = I to He(= ) = ~, and 

fH~ (x) G~ (~) d~ = 2. (22) 
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It can also be shown that if 
X >> S -I , 

then H~,(x)> H.~,(x) . It is easy to show that for 

2x 2 

,t'~H~ (~.) G_.- (::) d$ 
0 

The first moment of the H-functi0n ~(e) weakly depends on r for ~ << i, it can be estimated 
numerically by letting Ge(x) = Go(x) and He(x) = Ho(x) in the interval 0 < x < r Such 
estimates show that al (0.01) ~ 3.4, and al (0.0001) = 4.3. For 1 : x<<~ -I, the function 
/-/~ (x) - ( 2 / ~ ) x / d - F x .  

Let us go into the details of the two concrete cases of the distribution of radiative 
sources of energy dF(T)/dT in an atmosphere. 

a) Constant Flux of Radiative Energy, F = const. In this case (13) is homogeneous. 
Differentiating it with respect to T and comparing the result with (16), we conclude that 
dS(T)/d~ = S(O)~r ), whence 

The intensity of the emergent radiation has the form 

= -- ~ f-/, ' �9 (24) 

b) Exponential Distribution of Primary Sources, F(~)----F(0)e -~':~. 
paring (13) with (20), we conclude that 

In this case~ tom- 

3 i 
. ,  d t  . ( 2 5 )  e --''=~ q- r (t) exp ~ -o 

0 

The intensity of the emergent radiation is given by the expression 

= 3 ( __3 ~)-~F(0) /-L-(-~ (26) 
S(0, :-<) -g  1§  2 ~V(1-~* '§  

It can be seen from (24) that the angular distribution of the emergent radiation for 
e << i is essentially anisotropic; the direction diagram is of the type of a ~penci!." The 
angular half-width of the "pencil" is 60~I ~ . if we let e § 0 in (2~) for a fixed flux F, 
then the direction diagram has the form I(0, ~t)~l~FS(1--~) . On the other hand, the ex- 
pression (24) is the limiting case of the diagram (26) as To § ~. In Fig. I the dashed 
line represents the limiting form of the diagram (24) as e § 0 and I(0, i) = const, which 
at the same time is the limiting form of (26) for e = 0 and ~o § ~. In the same figure for 
comparison is given the index of emergent radiation in the case of monochromatic conservative 
scattering when the flux of radiant energy is constant in the atmosphere~ In this well" 
studied case, L (0,1~) = (I'3-/4)F~.(I~), where wF is the constant energy flux and Hs(~) is the 
Ambartsumyan function. 

In the case of an exponential distribution of sources of energy the direction diagram 
of the emergent radiation (26) depends on two parameters: e and To. For r~<~s -I the_form 
of the diagram depends only on To; the angular half-width of the "pencil" is 00~1,'f :0- 
The indicatrix of emergent radiation of r = 0 and To = 20* is represented in Fig. ! by a 

*The value To = 20 corresponds to a free path of"50 g/cm =, in which fast protons, moving in a 
plasma along the direction of the magnetic field, are stopped at the expense of nuclear col- 
lisions; for details, see [2]. 
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Fig. i. The indicatrix of the emer- 
gent radiation intensity (integrated 
over the frequency) of a purely scat- 
tering atmosphere with a scattering 
cross section (2). The solid line is 
the exponential distribution of the 
primary sources. The dashed line is 
the constant flux of radiant energy. 
The dotted line is the Constant flux 
of radiant energy in an atmosphere 
with an isotropic scattering cross 
section. 

solid line. At the other limit To >> e -I the indicatrix (26) is transformed into the indicat=ix 
(24) previously discussed. 

4. The Limiting Case of a Strong Field, ~/~H § 0 

The limit passage ~ + 0 does not lead to the appearance of a singularity either in the 
basic integral equation (13) or in the later calculations. Therefore, the case e = 0 is of 
interest, so that we will go into the details of it. 

The asymptotics of Go(x) and Ko(T) were described previously. The function Ro(x) is 
monotonically increasing from Ho(0) = 1 to Ho(=) = =. For x >> i the asymptotic behavior of 

Ho(x) has the form* 

Ho(x )  2 x (27) 
| / 3  VIn x 

In fact, we will seek an asymptotic of Ho(x) in the form Cx/i/~nx. To do this we estimate the 
integral in (19) 

~HoGo d ~ S ~ H o ( ~ ) G o ( ~ ) d ~ = -  [ ~ , - " ~H~176 dL 

1 

*The author expresses appreciation to V. V. Ivanov who pointed out the existence of the given 
asymptotics and proposed its brief derivation presented below. 
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TABLE I 

In (20 x) x Ho (x) In (20 x) x Ho (x~ 

0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8' 

1.0 

1.2 

1.4 

1,6 

1.8 

2.0 

2.2 

2.4 

2.6 

2.8 

3.0 

3.2 

3.4 

3.6 

3.8 

4.0 

4.2 

4.4 

4.6 

4.8 

0.05 

0.0610' 

0.0745' 

0.0911 

0.1113 

0.1359 

0.1660 

0.2028 

0.2477 

0,3025 

0.3695 

0.4513 

0.5512 

0.6732 

0.8222 

1.004 

1.227 

1.498 

1.830 

2.235 

2.730 

3.334 

4.073 

4.974 

6.076 

IA4~ 

1.16~ 

1.19r 

1.2T. 

1.261 

1 .3E  

1.36' 

1.42' 

1.49: 

1.57, 

1.66~ 

1.77q 

1 . 9 0  

2.05~ 

2.22 

2 .42  

2.65 

2.92 

3.24 

3.61 

4.05 

4,56  

5.16 

5.87 

6.71 

5.0 

5.2 

5.4 

5.6 

5.8 

6.0 

6.2 

6.4 

6.6 

6.8 

7.0 

7.2 

7.4 

7.6 

7.8 

8.0 

8,2 

8.4 

8.6 

8.8 

9.C 

9.~ 

9.4 

9.~ 

9.~ 

lO.C 

7.421 

9.064 

11.07 

13.52 

16.5I 

20.17 

24.64 

30109 

36.75 

44.89 

54.83 

66.97 

81.80 

99.91 

12210 

7.69 

8.86 

10.2 

11.9 

13.8 

16,1 

18.9 

22.1 

26.0 

30.6 

36.2 

42.8 

50.7 

60.2 

71.5 

149.0 85.I 

182.0 101 

222 4 121 

271.6 144 

331,7 172 

405,2 206 

494,9 247 

604.4 296 

738.2 355 
901.7 425 

1101 510 

It is clear at once that as 

1 

j ' ~HoGo 1 x-~ ~, .... d~'~-- , while 
~ + x  x 

0 

i oo 
. . . .  3c  [ av ~oHoGo d~ 
!+= -- f - j  ~+x 

1' t 

72 

3 C  [ V l n ~  

1 
3 C ~ | r l n x - l n t  3 C  ~'+ln-~ 

l / x  

Substituting this result into 

lim % (~) = -l- ~ .  
E-O 

(19), we can verify (27), We note that (27) implies that 

The function Ho(x) was computed numerically. To do this the integral representation 
[4] was used: 

where 

I--f H o ( x ) = e x p  1 I n [ l - -  ~ '  . . . .  
1 +~2 

o 
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0.1 1 I0 , 100 1000 
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Fig. 2. The density of the radiant energy er(T) 
(normalized by 2~F/c)as a function of the optical 
depth for an exponential distribution of primary 
sources in the two limiting cases: I) isotropic 
scattering cross section; 2) scattering cross sec- 
tion of the form (2). 

oo 

i G~ d~. Vo(u) = . : l + n ~  ~ 
0 

The computed values of Ho(x) in a wide interval of variation of x are given in Table I. In 
the interval 5~-x~I04 the results of the calculations can be given to within ~ 1% in the 
form of the approximating formula 

H o (x) ~ 1.625 x (ln X )  - 0 " 6 4 5 .  

For comparison we give the asymptotics of the well-known H-functions: 

(28) 

I ~)~4x TM H, ( x )  ~-, ] / 3 - x ;  HD ( x )  , .~ 2= -'/4x~'2(In x)~"4; HL (x) ~ ~ . 

Since limgo(x)/x = 0, there is a distinctive qualitative peculiarity of the direction diagram 

(26): in the center of the "pencil" there is a "hole," since liml(0, F)= 0 (see Fig. i). 
~I 

The half-width of the "hole" is 0h~I/~, where Ho(xh)/xh'-~(I/2)Ho(z)/= o . Numerical cal- 
culations show that the "hole" is sufficiently narrow: for To = 20, its half-width is 0h~30'. 

Along with the directed emergent radiation, of considerable interest is the density dis- 
tribution of radiant energy er(T) in the atmosphere. The density of the radiant energy 

+1 

1 [ ](=, ~) d~ is the average angular intensity. However, unlike er (T)=(4~/c)J(z) , where j(=) = -~, 
7 
-i 

ordinary monochromatic scattering, in the present case there is no local connection between 
J(T) and S(T); the function S(T) is locally connected only with L(T) --the intensity, averaged 

2 over angles with weight (i -- ~ ) = . = sln e. If we restrlct er(r ) by rough estimates, we let 
~ ( : ) ~ ( 4 ~ c ) L ( : )  (the analog of the Eddington approximation). We note that if I(T, ~) is 
isotropic, then J(~) = L(~); on the other hand, numerical estimates for I(0, ~) of the form 
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(26) for ro  = 20 show that at the outer boundary of the atmosphere ~ = 0, where the radiation 
field has maximal anisotropy, L(0) differs from J(0) by 25%. 

The function L(T) = S(T) + (3/8)dF(T)/dT is expressed by the resolvent function %o(T): 
a) for a constant flux F(T) = F, 

y 
(29) 

b) for an exponential distribution of energy sources ~F(:)----Fe ..... , 

I ;oo,,, < '. L ( , ) -  83 %F [Ho (..o) _ 1] e -=':~ =-/-/0 ('-o) exp d t  .l 

O 

(30) 

The expressions (29) and (30) are a special case of (23) and (25). It is easy to show from 
(27) and (17) that for r >> i 

2 (3z> 
qb~ (-) '~  V'3 In= 

Hence, it follows that for an exponential distribution, of primary sources ~imz~(~) = hmL (=)--- 

0. For comparison, we recall that in the case of ordinary monochromatic conservative scat- 
tering 

l i m J ( = ) - -  I 3 :..,~ 4 F H ~  (~o). 

For numerical estimates of er(r), in place of (29) and (30) it is more convenient to 
use simpler approximate expressions based on the relation 

oo 

I (0 ,  ,t,) = 1 t~ ( t )exp - -  ,: (1 Id) d t  "-- S 

0 

(32) 

We note that (32) is exact equality in the case when S(T) = a + bT. Thus, we are justified 
to expect that (32) gives a good approximation to reality there where S(T) is little dif- 
ferent from a linear function. From (32) and (24), (26) we have at once 

L (:) ~ H o (%) . . . . .  H o (=) e- :'=~ , when F(z)  = ~ . . . .  . (33) 
= ~ t 0  7 0 

The function er(X), calculated according to (33) for the case F(~) = Fe~ T/a~ is noted in 
Fig. 2. For comparison we also present the distribution of the density of radiant energy 
in the case of ordinary conservative scattering, calculated by an expression similar to (33). 
It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the approximation (32) must also be very good for T ~ to and 

for r ~ to. 

We note that the approximation (33) is equivalent to the following qualitative picture 
of the transfer of radiation in an atmosphere with cross sections of the form (1)-(2): an 
observer who looks into the atmosphere at an angle 8 effectively sees a !ayer!frcosS/sin2~, 
and, consequently, the intensity of radiation I(0, ~) perceptible by him is proportional to the 
densit~ of the radiant energy at this depth. 

The author expresses deep appreciation to R. A. Syunyaev and Yu~ N. Gnedin for posing 
the problem and numerous discussions. 
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IONIZATION ZONES AROUND FLARE STARS 

V. M. Tomozov 

We consider the formation of stationary ionization zones by means of x rays 
emitted during flares on UV Ceti-type stars. We estimate the possibility of 
using contemporary equipment for detecting the luminescence of the HII zones 
in hydrogen lines. 

The search for ionization zones around UV Ceti-type flare stars has been a matter of 
great interest in recent years. The reason is that from the luminescence of these zones in 
the hydrogen lines we can form an opinion about the flare mechanism and how their energy is 
released in the form of hard radiation and energetic particles. Although at the present 
time such zones have not been detected around the nearby flare stars [1-3], nevertheless, 
in order to clarify the possibility of observing them, it is highly desirable to calculate 
their physical parameters using current data on the interstellar medium. A similar problem 
was first considered by Lortet-Zuckermann [4]. She assumed that the luminescence of the 
circumstellar material in the H a line of hydrogen is caused by a stream of protons with 
energies between I0 -~ and I0 MeV. The protons were assumed to have been accelerated in a 
flare. In this work, the effect of the extended outer layers of the star (the chromosphere 
and corona) was not taken into account, although estimates show that the energy losses by 
protons in the above energy range can be considerable, due to collisions in the hot plasma 
of the stellar corona. In the present paper, we shall start with the analogy between solar 
flares and the explosive processes in UV Ceti stars [5, 6], and we shall assume that the 
fundamenta! factor in the ionization is x radiation. 

At the present time, no bursts of soft x rays have been observed from flare stars. 
Existing equipment in this spectral range is capable of recording a flux of radiation which 
is some i0 ~ times greater than the flux in the optical region of the spectrum. The true 
fluxes of x-ray quanta from stellar flares are apparently lower than the threshold of the 
detectors. Recent reports have pointed out a possible connection between the y-ray bursts 
detected by the Vela and IMP-6 satellites [7] and stellar flares. The mean energy flux in 
an individual y-ray burst is ~ i0 -5 erg/cm =. This leads to a reasonable value for the 
total energy of a flare on the star UV Ceti 5 L-726-8 ~ i0 aa ergs. (The distance to this 
star is estimated to be 2.7 pc.) However, if the mean distance to other flare stars is 
assumed to be of order i00 pc, then the energy released at the source reaches values of 
I0~-i0 ~= ergs. This contradicts the hypothesis that flares of UV Ceti-type stars are elec- 
tromagnetic in nature. Brecher and Morrison [8] circumvent this difficulty by reckoning 
that in the y-ray range the radiation from stellar flares is highly anisotropic and is gen- 
erated in enormous magnetic structures similar to streamers in the solar corona. The work 
of Karitskaya [9] was also devoted to an interpretation of the y-ray bursts in terms of 
stellar flares. 
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